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·Women·'s Course
Transferred From
Wollman's Control

By GEORGE JOHNS,ON
Introduction to Women Studies, the course Arts and Sciences
Dean Nathaniel Wollman said he never approved, will be offered
next semester under the General Honors Program, taking it out of
Wollman's control.
·
Earlier this' year Wollman said he had never approved or even
seen a request_ for the course which is currentlY. offered as
American Studies 201.
However, Joel Jones, ex-American Studies director, said he
submitted a course request to W.ollman and discussed the matter
with him on the phone.
·
·
In
a
meeting
Thursday
the
General
Honors
Council
approved the
)-~ -•
.,....,~~~-··~. ~.
course with the understanding the Women Studies director Gail
Photo by Rick Wilton
Baker would teach the course "which will be divided inw sections
John Howarth
' :led by carefully selected graduate and senior students, who will act
.Iolii Jones
Nathaniel Wollman
as instructors and discussion leaders under your supervision."
In a carefully-worded memo to Women Studies Director Gail
Baker, Honors Director John Howarth said:
"The General Honors Council is not, of course, by this action
implying an endorsement of everything in the Women Studies
program-indeed it would be inappropriate for us to express an
opinion-and, as you know, the major thrust of our prouram is jn
other areas.
·
"1 believe;however, ~at offering the course is clearly consistent
with the aims of our program with its·commitment to educational
innovation and our extremely successful experience with similar
the Regents.
educatiomd models, particularly since a significant number of our
Both ASUNM and the Faculty the committee.
Policy Committee have called for
Tempkin said that the campus
The FPC proposal also calls for
Honors students are and will continue to be involved.
.
the Resents to chanee their wasa"universityfoutudents."
reducing the number of alumni
"It is important that students should have opportunities to
proposed guidelines for members
He added that there ihould be representatives on the committee
explore in new and significant social and interdisciplinary areas, as
well ai in the more traditional and already accepted curricula. ·
of a Search Corwnittee for a new fac u I ty and administrative frc:»m three to two memben. ·
"We feel confident, on the basis of our knowledge of your
UNM President..
representation on the committee
ASUNM and the FPC hav& sent
competence, qualifications, and experience, and on the basis of the
T.he two eroups . drafted but proportionate to the atudents. their alternate propoula tO the
information you have given us. about how you conduct the course,
.!!Q'-'t.~ merq" ancJ-!!191.qti~OI~ ·. _ :.
. ~·· ' .. '!'"-~--··~ ~..D!...wiU be Jl.ol,li.ne. a. ..... th~t .it ":ill"'be a val.uable .edu~ationa~ .ex~!ie!!ce for th~.~tud!~ts .•.. _
Ut~Jenti~We11~i9UIMPFt.l ·• ~ '¥'~~ · ""-~...~-.~slf"'RR'eltfinlf1'U'ifidi@-~ Ot!etSI18P · .. ·~Bilt:;:'t=:'Jt~~'m':fdat;..!•::!n::r:~ncn· ;~icfi~.;;i(i~~more stu dent and faculty
FPC ALTI;RNATIVES
29, to discuss the issue of the
offering the course "as a temporary measUft! until their (Women
on
the
committee
search
committee.
Studies) authority to offer their won courses is resolved."
representation
which will look for a replacement
In .their attempt to insure
for President Ferrel Heady who
substantial
faculty .representation
will retire at the end of next year.
on the search comq~ittee~ the
Faculty Policy Committee (FPC)
proposed an alternative plan to
SENATE R.ESOLUTION
the one suggested by the Regents
for search committee.
By SARAH SEIDMAN
labor policies, but there w• not
. The ASUNM Senate passed a membership.
The FPc· suggested that six
Congressional Representative heated debate on these issues
resolution last Wednesday that faculty members be inclui:led as
Lujan and Lt. Governor Friday.
called for itudent government to representatives on the search
b rt Mondragon met i~ . Mondragon has voiced support
ward Hall Friday for a for a national health care plan and
select atudent representatives tor
opposing
the
Regents'
but failed to discuss the detente with Cuba, and is heavily
committee,
the Search Committee .and for a
financed by labor unions.
p I a n f o r f o u r f a c u It y . ~~&atme i~~aues.
New UNM President.
representatives.
Mondragon called for . the
Lujan feels current health care
The resolution, passed by
"Our reasoning for suggesting
evelopment of northern New plans are too expensive, opposed
as a "world-wide center detente with Cuba and has not
.aeclamation, oppoaes a· proposal
cultural arts and crafts,'' while voted for most bills supported by
by the regents that two student that faculty repretentation be
increased is mainly thaC the
delivered a political science the AFL·CIO.
representatives be aelected by the university hu a large, diverse
on how a bill becomes a
Mondragon outlined his
Regen~. Tht!re is aJao stipulation
faculty· which· has the deepest
background on government and
in the Regentl proposal that the commitment to the university and
Lujan and Mondragon have emphasized the "two major
ffered throughout the campaign issues-the economy and honesty
Photos by Miguel Gandcrt
four faculty representatives be
to its future. Such a group needs
the questions of socialized in government. u
. .
.. . Robert Mondragon
selected by them.
.repr:eientation of a broad sort. ••
detente with Cuba and
He said the northern New member of the_ ~ater. and p,..,.,.,.,.,.
\
The res·olution included a · the FPC report states.
Mexieo cui tural center would Resource Committee m Co'"f.!Jres:s.ll
proposal· to the Regdnta that the
The FPC· also said that the
increase employment in the state Lujan favors using all
and asked for small manufacturing energy sources (including nu•I!Ielq
- student government; 81 elected . Search. com· mittee'a. t•Jst 0 f
firms that coUld "serve the needs "fission" energy now under att:ackli
i'epresen tatives of tire student presidential candidates should be·
qC employment in small by environm~ntalists) for
11
body, select the students for the submitted to the Regents in order
communities...
·short pu11 whde alternate en1etJ:YII
committee and that the of preference. They proposed that
M on d r a go n asked for sourees are researched.
·
comprehensive environmental
Lujan .responded to a
committee ·be expanded ~o th·ree
the
committee
present
two
lists
of
planning
iri
New
Mexico;
uwe•re
on
Mondragon's proposed
student representative.;
four candidates to the Regents.
;inoving too fast for the problems center by quoting his
undergraduates and ·orie graduate. The Regents had ~uggested that
·w;e m·a y cause" in the record on New Me xi co
The- original proposal of the the sear.ch committee present
environme.nt. He said he would economy. He said he is bringi
Regent. called for them to seleet them with one unranked list of
resrict the use of agricultural land jobs to the state by .voting for
to non-commercial development industries in Albuquerque. San
the student reineaentatives from
eighl
~nafists.
and
work for the t'!ommunity Fe and Las Vegas, and a ne
liata submitted by ASUNM and
water systems, especially on geo·thermal and solar energy..,....... "!.
GSA.Indian land where he would to be based in New Mexico.
Louis Tempkin, one of the
"form a committee to advise meH
Mondragon attacked "'d
REDUCED .ALUMNI
on water legislation.
,
govertunent" and pledged reforrnB
resolution ls sponsors, laid one of
Lujan answered aquestion on of ca~paign la:vs and th
the main purposes of the
environmental development by Congressmnal seniority system.
Some FPC meqtbers said that
resul uti on wa~ to inform the
saying "We're not going to stop
..People are n.ow pu~hing
Regen ta that the student an unranked list would lessen the
additional energy production in o~ncss in government." He
this coon try." An influential
(continued'on page 8.
government was capable of in.portance of the .search
•
.
:
~
l
s.electin,g ·tai·r relJ~aentation. for commitlee;a recommendations to
.

.Senate, FacultY Committee
-ASk Search Comm"' C.hange .:

·. ·.

Lujan, Mondragon:
D·ifferent IssUes
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Warrant Division:
Searching Albuq.
For Fugitives
By HAROLD SMITH
d':puty who ran up a rl!mP by the
· Car no, 12 of the Bernalilh> rrulroad tracks during the night
County Slieriff's Department's and unknowingly parked on a flat
warrants division drove on South car, In the meantime,.he sort of
Valley roads, 111td transported dozed off and had to call irt on
handcuffed prisoners in what its the radio onboard a southbound
occupllltts would term "just a day freight express.
on the job, nothing more, nothing
Back in the car again, Blakely
less."
talked about parking ticket
. Clyde H. Blakely, 48, 111td warrants. "Some cars are sold six
David fl. Frazee, 23, are no 12 's or seven times a year. It's a damn
occupants. They are deputy difficult thing to run down ..
sheriffs, and their job is finding
"You have to do what's
people in the county who have important, There's other thin'gs
warrants for their arrest.
that take preference. After so
Blakely and Frazee started this long a warrant is purged. You
particular day, Tuesday, October can't spend your whole life on a
22; 197 4, downtown in the $25 bond."
warrants office inside the
Frazee answered a call from the
contruction-11urrounded County station. They had to go back
Courthouse. At eight a.m. the downtown to "assist in the
tight, desk-filled room had Lt.
transportation" of 13 prisoners to
Wade Leggett sitting behind his the state penitentiary in Santa Fe,
paper-cluttered desk. Supervising
the morning's shift change, he
Prisoners Looped
informally briefed the uniformed
The men going to Santa Fe
wore cuffs and were buckled with
duo of Blakely and Frazee.
The two went out to their a leather strap run through the
white, cherry-le~ Plymouth with back pant's loop. Frazee said,
their folders of papers. The back "The belt allows them to smoke a
seat was caged and the inside rear cigarette," but they are hindered
from any quick movements.
door handles were removed.
10 were marched outside via a
"I've been doing this for 16
years," the gray-haired Blakely crowded elevator into a van with
said. "I went to embalming school _wire mesh over the windows. One
in Kansas City, but you can't live stopped and talked briefly to a
on their salary unless you own man with a note pad. "Come on.
Let's go," Blakely said. "Just a
part of the business,"
"About two years ago," Frazee minute, man," the prisoner
said, "I wanted to be a lawyer, replied,
Later he asked Blakely, "How
but I found out I didn't have the
smarts or ·the patience for that. fast can you run?"
"Not very," Blakely said, "but
I'm satisfied with warrants."
"lsn 't that like aiiy job?" I can shoot pretty accurate."
Three of the 13 transportees
makely said. "You tried it and
rode in car no. 12. Mark, a
you liked it."
28-year-old, who said he was
"10-4"
convicted
of auto theft, graduated
Frazee answered the radio
with
a
B.S.
from the Dlinois
occassionally, "12 Albukerk,
Institute
of
Technology.
10·4."
.
Mark talked about ·living at the
Their first stop was a South
"I work six to seven
penitentiary.
Valley residence on a $20,000
hours
a
day
in
the kitchen. Jt gives
bond warrant for a suspect
charged with aggravated battery me something to do. Everybody
and armed robbery. Waving kids works.
played on the dirt road in front of
the house.
Lost His Drawers
"You run down the street if
"Only one bad thing," he said,
something happens," Blakely told "everything I put in my drawers
this reporter.
in the dorm gets stolen."
Frazee went to the front door
Frazee said, "I talked to one
while Blakely walked around guy who said he thou11ht that it's
back. They guy was not there, or human nature to steal, and it's
maybe he was there, but hiding. your own fault if you leave it
The pair came back to the car. unlocked. That guy was sort. of
Blakely discussed tactics, "Your messed up."
.
personality makes all the
''You don't have to leave it
difference in the world," he said. unlocked in the dorms," Mark
"You try to put them in your said. "It'll get stolen anyway."
shoes and make them understand.
In Santa Fe, the men, some of
"We use discretion. It's not our whom had not been to trial yet,
purpoae to embarrass a man with were taken through the gate into a
a 25 or 50 dollar warrant by going conclave between two high
to his business or where he works parallel fences. Blakely explained
to pick him up.
t!lat the county jail was so full the
"UIIIlally we'll send him a letter
or call him and ask him to come
NewMexieo
down and take care of it."
LOBO
DAILY
Frazee and Blakely whipped
from one location to another
Vol. 78
No. 46.
asking questions, and writing
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
reports. Blakely said, "Sometimes
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
you 'II work your ass off all day
Editorial Phone ( 505) 277long and not pick anybody up,
4102, 277-4202
But your information helps the
other shift."
The New MeXleo Dall.v Lobo il J>Ub"The most individuals I've ever
llshed ·Monday . throuah . hlday every
regulor
w<ek of the Universitr year
picked up ·in one day is five,"
and w..kiy during the sumrner session
by the Board of Student Publi(atlons of
Frazee said.
the Univereitv of New Mexico, and Jl
Today the Blakely·Frazee
not flnanelally uiiOCiated witll UNM.
partnership did not pick up any
Second er.. s po•tage paid at Albuquer•
que,
N•w Mexico 87131. Subscription
"individuals."
rate is $10.00 for the academic Y•ar.
The morning included a
The opinion• exJir...td on the tdl·
torlal Jllllf<$ of The Dally Lobo are
15·minute coffee break at Husky's
those of the author aol•lr. Unsigned
with motorcyde patrolmlllt Bill
o~lnion Is that of the tditorlal board
of
The Daily Lobo. Nothing printed In
Lee, who was mostly "just trying
The Dally Lobo nee...arlly represents
the vleWII of tlle University of Now
to get ·out of the rain." The
Mexleo.
eonvenation turned to a former
I
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Behind the scenes at the Bernalillo County Sheriff's Dept. Officers Clyde Blakely and David
Frazee check in for a day of duty in the warrants division. Police officials said their faces could not
be photographed because they are sometimes used in undercover activities.

overflow had to be moved.
A bag was lowered from the
tower and the deputies deposited
their weapons. Then the group of
prisoners, deputies and single
reporter sliiJ up the sidewalk t()

the glass doors of the gray-walled
fortress.
Inside, the men were sent
through a process resembling that
encountered by recruits reporting
for basic training. A guard said, "I

,;..

saw one of you throw a cigarette
on the floor. Doli 't do it."
Afterwards there was time to
eat at McDonald's in Santa 'eJ
and drive the 60 miles back for a
four p.m. check-out.

Navajo Teachers·
Project To See
First Graduates

Apodaca Knocks Tribune

.
By JUDY ELLIS
The Navajo Teacher Education Development Project (NTED),
a program designed to place more N&vajo Teachers in Navajo
· schools, will see its 'first graduates this December. ·
NTED is an on~ight education program designed to award
bachelor of science degrees in education to course participllltts
through a field based training program.
Don Kelly, project director .llltd assistllltt professor of
elementary education at UNM, said the major goal of the
one·year·old program "is to place approximately 1000 Navajo
teachers in reservation schools over the next five years." He
added that UNM will be working with the University of Arizona
to achieve this goal.
NTED is funded by the NavaJo' Division of Education in
Window Rock, Arizona and subcontracted by UNM's
elementary education department, Kelly said, Ttie program was
developed by the Navajo Division of Education; Dillion Platero,
commissioner. ·
NTED, said Kelly, involves a small group of UNM instuctors
who assist in training students on Indian reservations to be
Navajo elementary school teachers.

RED HOT
PANTS

"Th·ere are currently 83 students participating in the
·program. These students represent about 20 different training
sights in New Mexico," he said.

..

"This program is unique in that it is field·based. Only two
summer semesters are taught at UNM. The rest of the program is
conducted on the re~ervation."
Kelly said the program was begun last year to meet the Indian
reservations' critical need for Navajo teachers.
According to a 1973 report by a special senate subcommittee
on Iridian education, "the typical reservation school feels that it ·
is its responsibility not to teach skills but to impress the 'alien'
with the dominant culture."
Presently, out of 3000 Navajo reservation teachers, 180" are
Navajo, said Kelly. NTED aims at increasing that number and
achieving greater cultural awareness among Navajo 'children.

END DF THE MDNTH
CLERRRNCE

J .

"I~ NTED we try to focus atten.t!on on specialized courses
such as Navajo language and culture,'' said Kelly. "We
emphasize that all students develop complete Navajo literacy."

Kelly added that reservation medicine men assisted in the
program by relating the cultural aspects involved in Navajo
teaching.
"This program establishes a precedent for Indian Tribes to
assume leadership roles in development of relevant educational
services for their people," Kelly said.

Large Selection of Pants ·
(Cords and Brush Denims)

Y4 off
ALSO
Large Selection of Shirts

"The high drop·out rate among Navajo students was another
reason for initiating this program," he said. "Most Navajo
schools are junior college orientated. There are no college
programs offering teacher certificates. Our project aims at
alleviating that problem."

,
·

By JOSEPH.MONAHAN
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Jerry
Apodaca said Thursday the Albuquerque Tribune
js "full of shit." Apodaca made the remark when.
as!{ed what his reaction was to the Tribune's
endorsement of his Republican opponent Joe
Skeen. Apodaca said the endorsement was "not
surprising." ·
The Tribune editorial said Apodaca is aligned
with "old political forces." Apodaca said bis
campaign has been based on being "open with
tbe people," and he said the endorsement "will
not affect my campaign."
Harry Moskas, managing edit01· of the Tribune
was also on campus Thursday where be spoke
before a journalism class. 1\IJoskas said Apodaca's
position on gambling, which was neither pro or
con before the primary, was another reason for
the Tribune endorsement of Skeen. Moskas also
said Apodaca's associ&tion with "undesirable
· persons" was a factor in the Tribune decision.
Moskas said editorial policy at the paper is
determined by the editors and reporters
associated with the particular subject.
Apodaca said he expects the Albu'querque
Journal will also support Skeen.
The 'latest ZIA poll shows Apodaca 16 points
ahead of Skeen. The poll is conducted by
professors of political science· Chris Garcia and
Paul Hain.
Jerry Apodaca Comments on Albuq. Tribune
In the recent mayoral race there were 33
Editorial
Joe Skeen.
candidates. Both the Journal and Tribune
Highlands was plllltning the same move. To
supported State Sen. Michael Alarid. Garcia said
remedy this, At>odaca has recommended a
Alarid picked up 5,000 votes as a result of the
coordinating council that would be composed of
endorsements, but Garcia indicated that the
a Regent member from each of New Mexico's six
Tribune endorsement, of Skeen will have little
universities. The council would discuss the needs
effect on the outcome of tl1e November 5
election. The next ZIA poll will be released · 111td plans of the state universities and report
their findings to the governor's office.
tonight.
Apodaca has received the endorsement of the
.While on campus, Apodaca spoke before the
Political Action Committee on Education which
UNM chapter of the Americlllt Association . of
· is the political arm of the National Education
University Professors. Apodaca reiterated his
Association. He told the professors, "The next
position on education emphasizing that higher
administration needs to be totally committed to
salaries for educators will be necessary if New
give education in general top priority
Mexico is to advance in the education field.
because ..•the whole success of our system is
When questioned on President Ferrel Heady's
interrelated with success of education which
proposal to begin a junior .college in
brings in better economic conditions. We have to
Albuquerque, Apodaca said, "Without saying a
be' better prepared to do anything we can,"
junior college is an immediate need, I think we
need to expand within Albuquerque the whole
Apodaca said.
Douglas Ferraro, Professor of Psychology,
concept of a community college and the branch
college system." Apodaca believes "The real
asked Apod!lca what he would do to better the
"atrocious" conditions in the Los LunBB Mental
question is to utilize what we have. I'm not
hospital. Apodaca replied. "Conditions in some
satisfied that we're utlizing public school
of these places border on the criminal. A
facilities and universities properly."
governor must surround himself with experts in
Apodaca cited duplication of efforts by New
these areas. And that's what 1 would do."
Mexico universities as a major. problem He said
Apodaca taught school at Valley High from
that he had heard that UNM was planning a
1957·1960.
branch college in Taos and that New Mexico
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Our anniversary puts
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ENJOY A GLASS OF ICE COLD
COKE WITH YOUR HALLO "WEENIE"
It's the
real thing.
Sale Amount

14 Karat gold Bridal sets with 3 diamonds.
a. Black accents, $395. b. Florentine finish, $395.
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Editorial Board

separate now, but laws
such as the one banning
prostitution make that
hard to believe. If
America's laws are to be
more than platitudes, the
separation of church and
state must be complete.
In our book, prostitution
whould be legalized on
the same grounds that
prayer in schools was
banned.
State Owned
Problems such as VD
and corruption of minors
wou·ld be curbed if
p r o s't i t uti on we r e
legalized and controlled.
The government could
institute state-owned
houses-or it could
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Cheryl Suzie Levells is
now facing jai I on five
counts of soliciting for
prostitution. Her
attorney, Tom Horn of
the New Mexico Civil
Liberties Union, argues
that Levells has the right
to solicit under the First
Amendment of the
Constitution. We at-the
LOBO agree.
For too long this
country has insisted on
legislating morality.
During the 20's drinking
alcohol was illegal· and
even today a peBon
caught smoking
marijuana is courting a
life sentence in some
states.
Prohibition didn't stop
alcoholism, and no one
stays off grass because
it's against the law.
Marijuana isft't ·r~lly
much better than
airplane glue, but if
Nixon doesn't like it it
must be good. It's one of
the easiest ways to break
the law, be a real felon
and ultimately a certified
enemy of the state.
And only because of·
the marijuana law. Maybe
prostitution will be the
next national fad.
Levells' cqnviction will
give it some good PR.
Victimless Crime
Prostitution, like drug
abuse, is a crime in name
only. While rape, murder
and fraud actually hurt
people, prostitution is an
act indulged in by those
who wish to indulge in it.
There's a market for it,
and it's a way to make a
Iiving. It's a victimless
crime.
By decriminalizing
prostitution, the
government would be
taking a further step
toward separating itself
from the control of the
church. Government and
rei igion are supposedly
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Legislating Morality
Should Be Stopped·
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Letters-~~~~
attendant high percent of morbidity
and mortality, It also mean~ that those
financially able will find access to
abortion, and those least able to afford
more children will be forced to have
them.
Overpopulation is a world-wide
problem, and the U.S, is 'not free from
its dangers. As food prices sprial
upward in this dangerous inflationary
period, our ability to feed our own
children is threatened-not just our
ability to continue providing food for
the chronically hungry around the
world.
Long ago modern medicine began to
interfere in man's life cycle by mass

Q: At a private school/ went to back East, all the students
had to haue mandatory health insurance. Now l'ue heard a
rumor that UNM plans to do this too, What giues?

A: The administrators of the Student Health Center are
indeed considering such a pro}1osal. The main intent of the plan
as it now stands is to require all UNM students to have some
type of health insurance coverage, whether through UNM
Student Health Insurance or through some outside agency.
If such a plan is· approved, its enforcement would have major
difficulties. The plan would add the cost of Student Health
Insurance to a student's tuition automatically a~ either give a
refund or deduct the amount after a student fills out a
statement that he/she is already receiving coverage elsewhere.
Requiring Student Health Insurance specifically )N'ould eliminate
possible lying about outside coverage.
Dr, Beres of the Health Center said that' the purpose of
making health insurance mandatory would be to cov<>r others
not already insured because they cannot afford it. He strongly
opposes the idea of requiring Student Health Insurance if a
student already has insurance. He also said that there would be
no way to watchdog for false refunds.
Approximately one-third of UNM students presently have
Student Health Insurance, one-third have some other form of
health insurance, and one-third hav<> no such coverage. Because
of students buying Stud<>nt Health Insurance, Dr. Beres foresees
an improvement of the benefits offered under the policy.
Beres said that one of the first priorities would be to try to
lower the present $25 deductable. He said, however, that getting
the company to also cover the cost of~prescription drugs may
mean raising the average $12,30 per semester rate by as much as
double the cost:
He also talked about the unavailability of copies of the actual
policy. Only a few officials on campus possess this apparently
treasured document, while students are given a general outline
brochure.
• Student Health Insurance is handled by Savage and Sganzini
under agent Stephen Chreist, sone of Fred Chreist, Jr., present
University Registrar and formerly with Student Aids.
The officials at the_Health Genter requested that the Office of
Research and Consumer Afairs conduct a survey of student
reactions to the proposal before it is taken before the Board of
Regents. It you wish to be included in the survey, pollsters will
be around on campus through Thursday, Oct. 31. You may also
pick up a copy of the survey in the ORCA office in the SUB rm
248 or at the Information Desk in the SUB lobby.

immunizations, wonder drugs, surgical
proced!l res, aseptic techniques and
insect vector controls. As a result
billions of people have survived natural
events that would have destroyed them
if allowed to take their course. We
cannot interfere with one end of the
life cycle without interfering with the
other end, We are on the verge of a
global famine almost unprecedented In
his tory, and to reverse laws which
enable us to freely control our
poJ)ulation would be criminal.
Yours truly,
Bernadine Prince, M.D.

ASUNM Does Not Represent Students
Editor:
I am a student at the University of
New Mexico and am active in campus
politics.
I was concerned over the recent
endorsement of Sen. Jerry Apodaca by
The Associated Students of New
Mexico because I do not believe that

organization to be representative of
New Mexico's college and university
students.
Let us briefly discuss ASNM:
(1) ASNM is, in my opinion, an
obsolete organization that relies on
past reputation rather than present
representation,

(21 Ninety percent of the college
students in New Mexico have no itlea
of what the group is or who it
represents.
(3) The delegates who attend
ASNM's annual convention are not
elected by the student body nor do
they have any claim to representing
and measuring student opinion.
In light of~these facts, and many
others, I simply cannot accept this
American's view of Cuba and organization as a mouthpiece for New
Communism by more and more subtle Mexico college students.
I know for a fact that UNM students
propaganda,
I think it's time that everyone who attended the ASNM meeting were
examine their beliefs concerning a not allowed to voice opposing points
possibly better form of government of view. In fact, they were not even
and consider the facts, that is if you· recognized to speak in most cases.
can find some,
I therefore view ASNM's
Dennis s. Plagge
endorsement of Sen. Apodaca as a
"staged event'' designed to leave the
il'(lpression of widespread support for
Sen. Apodaca's candidacy among
Editor:
young people, The endorsement was
I want to ask all smokers who smoke
manipuhited by a hand full of people
in classes and/or crowds to please stop, with a political axe to grind. I believe
It is very annoying ,for nonsmokers, that I am only one of may whose views
like myself, to have to put up with were not represented by ASNM's
breathing tobacco smoke blowing over
from our illconsiderate neighbors, Most endorSement and I wish to go on the
classrooms have no smoking signs, but record as such,
Sincerely,
alot of the more selfish types go ahead
John
Allen
and do it anyway, Nonsmokers have
rights, too,
·
President
Gary Mulberry
UNM lnter·FraterniW Council

•
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An Enlightening Interview
strictly control private
ones. In either case
,prostitutes could be
examined periodically. A
provision.for examing the
clients could be
established too.
·For some, prostitution
is a way of life. The
government can't stop it
anymore than organized
religion can·. We should
recognize that and
initiate realistic legislation
to legalize it and put it
under control.

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinhm of the DailY Lobo Staff.
All other columns, cartoons and lett<rs
represent the oPinion of the author
and do not necessarilY reflect the views
of the staff.

Editor:
Tuesday night's CBS Reports
featured· a very enlightening interview
taped October second with Cuban
Premier Fidel Castro.
Conducting the interview were Dan
Rather and Columnist Frank
Mankewicz.
The documentary seemed to be an
objective attempt to produce factual,
uncensored realities about the
communist way o,f life in Cuba.
I was tremendously impressed by
Castro, his opinions, convictions, and
reactions to questions on
American-Cuban relations, and my
belief that communism is not a dirty
word was reinforced time and time
again by what I saw,
· Cubans are prospering under their
young revolutionary government,
despite efforts by some American
leaders to diversely effect their
economy by maintaining an economic
barricade between the United States
and Cuba, by distorting the average
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By United Press International

FBI Places Ads
PORTLAND, Ore,-The FBI Sunday J)laced ads in tho
pe'rsonal columns of throe newspapers in the hope of
contacting an extortion bombc1~ demanding $1 million from
the federal Bonneville Power administration.
The bomber has dynamited 11 t1·ansmission line towers
operated by the BPA in· recent weeks. In two lctte1·s, signed
with the pseudonym "J. Hawlter," he threatened to black out
' the Portlmul area unless paid the l'ansom,
The BPA has refused to pay the $1 million and instead,
offered a $100,000 reward for information leading to "J.
Hawker's" arrest.
The ads, in the Oregonian in Portland, the Seattle Times and
the San F1·ancisco Examiner, read:
"Charles Baker would like to contact his colleagues in the
R.V.O.V,N." It gave a Portland post office box numbers und
telephone number.

~Nixon

f.

By LYNDA SPARBER

The Right To Have· An Abortion

World·
News

Cohen said his last con.tact with the
"Cleveland connection" took place morQ than
three w<>cks ago before his Oct. 7 meeting with
Miss Hearst's pa~ents at a Los Angeles restaurant.
It was at that tim<> that Cohen teamed that
Miss Hearst was wanted on both federal and local ·
charges and fac<>d up to 50 years in p1·ison.
"I didn't want to have anything to do with
sending somebody to the joint (prison), so I put
out the wo1·d for them to clear out of
Cleveland," Cohen said,.
Cohen said FBI agents in Los Angeles have
questioned him several times, showing him
pictures which he has not .been able to identify.
"Hell, the people I tallwd to all had beards m1d
such, and I'd never recognize them from those
pictures," Cohen said .
The FBI refused comment on Cohen's claim
and would say only that Miss Hearst's last known
hiding place was in Los Angeles, site of the May
17 shootout betwem1 police and SLA members.
Killed in the shootout were six SLA membm·s
including Donald Deft·eeze who Jived i~
Clevela11d before serving time 'in a Califomia
prison. His brother Delano also Jives in
Cleveland.
'
'

Gripe-Box

'JOSE, WHY DON'T I TAKE THIS BLACK STUFF OFF YOUR HANDS, BEFORE IT RUINS YOUR
.
BIANPATCH!~

Editor:
I feel it is essential that women
retain the right to decide when to have
a baby.
In my many years as a practicing
psychiatrist I have rarely seen
permanent emotional trauma where an
abortion was voluntarily performed. In
contrast the emotional scars are
frequent and severe where unwanted
babies were carried to term and then
given up for adoption, or where a baby
was reared in an unloving home
environment.
If the abortion laws are reversed, we
will return to the sordid state of affairs
of the ill egaI abortionist with its

_LOS ANGELES-Ex·m~b~ter M~c~ey Coh~n
sa1d Sunday he. located fug1tJve PatnCJa Hearst m
a black ghetto Jn CJQveland three weeks ago, but
"put out the word for he: to clear out" when he
learned she .could go to pnson.
· Co~":n disclosed last week that h~ had found
the h1dmg plac~ of the newsp?per he1res~ and l.1er
two comp.a!lwns, Sy~bwne~e L1beratwn
members W1lham and Emily Barns, but refused
to say where.
:•It, won't m~ke any difference now, b~~ause
they re not 111 C~ev.el~nd ?nym~re, the
61-year·old Cohen sa1d m 1~1~e!'V1eWs. With a Los
Angeles newspaper and televisiOn statim~.
Coh<>n, w~o C?mpleted a .10-year pr1son term
for tax evaswn m 1972, sa1d he used contacts
!rom th~ "radical" world and not the underworld
m locatmg the three.
He said he began his search for Miss Hearst at
the urging of San Francisco Examiner reporter
Ed Montgomery shortly after she was kidnaped
from her Berkeley apartment last February.
"I was ·involved with it through my
connections in the black community in Los
Angeles," Cohen said. "I happened to run it
down where she was. It just came out right. I
didn't tell the FBI .or police or nobody.''

OPJl'ERING

(not listed in
UNM catalog)
SB It AS 496
SEMINAR IN VENTURE CAPITAL
FOR SMALL BUSINESS
The toul'8e will focuo on problellllJ
eneounterfd In thelnlllatlon and
aequlilitlon ohmall businesses. Con·
slderatlon
. 11'111 be given to the are..
orllw, •~~ountlng, nnanclng.
marketing management and organl.. tlon.

Prerequloltet: JI11,309,JI0,3U,326
The eouln will be offered In the oprlng
oemestet, otartlngJanullry, 1975,
The in•lruclor will Marlin I. Mondllck.
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LONG BEACH, 'calif.-Former President Richard Nixon is
responding satisfactorily to tmatment for his phlebitis-ridden
leg, but there is still a "very good" chance of surgery if tests
this we<>k show the dev<>lopment of new blood clots, Nixon's
physicians said Sunday,
'Dr. Jolm Lungren, Nixon's personal physician at Long
Beach Memorial Hospital here, said the former president has
responded "adequately" to drug treatments to reduce the clots
in his left leg.
However, more tests will be conducted within the next few
days to see if surg<>rY is needed, Lungren said.

up iE:Ii"l:e ~

"
UNM Ski Club win have a special
meeting Tues •• Oct, 29 at 7:30p.m. in
the SUB Theater, Guest from
Telluride, lilm from Telluride, and
door prizes from Telluride and Angel
Fire. All invited.
Basic meditation classes are being
held on Wed., 7:30·9 p,m, in Room
217 of Mitchellllall,

POW~

There will be a NCIIO meeting
today at Chicano Studies at 7 p.m.

New members welcome.

Anyone wishing to work for the
Apodaca for Governor campaign call
Bob Cooper at 255·8738.

' .

'l'he Duke City Linguistics Circle, a
UNM student-facUlty organization, will
host a lecture entitled "Language
Planning and Bilingual Education In
Ireland" at 3:30 p.m. today in Room
231·E ot the SUB.

DO YOU NEED
CASH?
Earn $ 1 5 a week
Donate twice weekly

8amto5pm
Tuesday-Saturday

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991
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BLOOD ~
PLASMA ~
DONOR CENTER
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Argentine Teacher Killed

BUENOS AIRES-A young man with a full red beard
calmly walked up to a philosophy teacher leaving his home
Sunday morning and killed him point-blank with a .45·caliber
pistol, eyewitnesses said.
The assassin got out of a car d1iven by another man and his
escape was Jed by another car with three armed men inside it,
s~eding a~ay from the scene with police-type siren, the
Witnesses smd,
·
Police did not immediately determine the cause for the
killing but the style appcated similar to Agentina's politically
motivated assassinations which along with police-guerrilla
battles, bombings and kidnaps, have taken at least 161 lives
this y.ear.

"The Russian lntclligentsa: Then
and Now" wlll be the topic of a
reading today at 1:30 p.m. in the
reading room on the third floor of
Ortega Hall. At 7:30 tonight, a Soviet
film, Gogalts "Tile Inspector General;"
will be shown In Room 153 of Ortega
Hall. Donations requested,

I

l

Visit Vietnam

SAIGON-Five former American prisoners of the Indochina
war arrived in Saigon Sunday for a week-long visit as guests of
the South Vietnamese government.
• Civilian Douglas Ramsey, who was a prisoner of the Viet
Cong in South Vietnam for seven years, told newsmen, "I
think they are truly grateful to us. I think also, naturally, they
hope oUJ: group will convey to the American public our
impressions, which presumebly will include what we observed
that shows the necessity for continued and perhaps increased
support to the regime."

'l'he College of Arts and Sciences
will be giving the Communicative Skills
Test, which is required of all
non-exempt students planning to enter
the College of A and S, today in the
Kiva at 6:30 p.m. No registration
l'CQUired to take the test,

Holmes Brown will speak on
Congress and the War today at 1:30
p,m, in Room 231-E of the SUB,

May Get Surgery
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Cheatln' Heart Special!

-

'appeannces, Thinking' towards ~
. By JOHN FELDMAN
Sitting at the back of the bus, the future, he muses, between ::!!
singing and picking, that he wants ;:::
'with a banjo on his knee, Hank
Williams Jr. W,!lited to go on stage. "to write bigger and better ~
Aboard the "Choatin' Heart He's thinking of changing record ;;·
labels and his name, and will soon o
Special," Hank Jr. fidgeted
take a few months off to decide
compulsively with one stringed
q
instrument after another, while what he's going to do.
Hank Williams Jr. is sUll t:"'
his band, The Cheatin Hearts,
"standing in the shadows" of his o
warmed up his audience at the
legendary father. But Hank Jr. is g'
<Caravan East Night club.
an artist in his own right, and he's
Hank Jr. talked proudly about
h ia band and th~ir recent ' not afraid of doing his father's ~
tunes, (which he does a good job g.
instrumental album on MOM
with on stage and on record). ~
records. After a lick on the banjo,
With songs like "Cajun Baby" and ~.>:~
Hank said that that album session
"Raining In My Heart" under his .!X'
"was a lot of. fun." One of the five
pickers in the Cheatin' Hearts is
belt, it would be· hard to deny that~
Hank Jr. is an individual ...
fiddle player, Jerry Rivers, who
was one of Hank Sr.'s original
singer-songwriter with talent. He ""
plays eight different instruments.
Drifting Cowboys. On the bus, in
addition to pictures of the senior · There are those who will never
Hank, there were titles of both of recognize Hank Jr.'s ability, but
Hank's biggest songs, in plaques
most fans seem to appreciate
along the walls.
young Williams' as well as that of
Young Hank's singing voice is his father. Says Hank, "I still
the closest thing to hearing his think daddy's and Lefty Frizzel's
father, but the ohip doesn't look are some of the best drinking
anything like the block. Hank songs," as he launches masterfully
Williams Jr, is tall, and healthy into one of Lefty's classics, the
looking, while his father was "Mom and Dad Waltz.''
puny, Hank's cowboy suit did
look like something his father
might have worn.
Hank Jr.'s latest MOM album is
called Living Proof because, says
Williams, "It's kind of what I've
turned into .. .I'm 25 and I've
been divorced two times," .He
wrote most of the songs on that
album. Hank said that the reason
MOM put strings over his father's
band on some records was to sell
"a lot of them to people down in
the penthouses."
Hank Jr. has had several
number one records and he
especially enjoys doing personal
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Gs,oriJe K.elh!V's "The Torch-Bearers'; Opens Tu1eStlay

Dromo Conference Opens
Co-hosted by UNM and the
University of Albuquerque, the
South west Theatre Conference
begins this week. Besides lectures
and panel discussions with people
involved in drama and dance, the
Conference will feature Bunuel's
second film, L'Age D'Or.
The Registration fee for the
event is $12 for students and $15
for others. The fee can be paid
either on Tuesday from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. at the Hilton Inn or on
Wednesday in the Popejoy Hall
Lobby.
The following is the daily
schedule for the conference.
TUESDAY
George Kelly's ''The
Torch-bearers" will be performed
in Rodey Theatre at 8:30p.m.
WEDNESDAY
Mark Medoff's "When You
Comin Back, Red Ryder?" will be
performed at 8:30 p.m. in Rodey
Theatre.
"Under Milkwood,'' also
scheduled for 8:30 p.m., will be
staged in the Experimental
Theatre in the Fine Arts Center.
THURSDAY
' ' H o w S a c r e d i s the
Playwright's, Work?," a panel
discussion by James Morley, Mark
Medoff, Robert Hartung, Jerry
Turner and Lou Criss, occurs at
1:30 p.m. in Rodey.
.
Another panel discussion, "Does
the Pro/Resident Company
Belong in Educational Theatre?,"
transpires at 3:00 p.m. in Rodey.
Panelists include Peter Sargent,

John Houseman, Gary Parker, Ed
Purrington, Lyle Dye and Charles
Suggs.
·
At 1:30 p.m., the .Mime
Experiment performs in the
Experiemental Theatre, while an
Improvisation Workshop will be
held in Room 1 08 of the
Humanities Building,
Performances for Thursday
evening include the Albuquerque
Dance Theatre at 8:15 p.m. in
Popejoy, "Cube & Rose Parade"
at 8:30 p.m. at Stage I of the
•

University of Albuquerque, "The
Ghost Sonata" at 8:30 p.m. at
Rodey and "Under Mildwood" at
8:30 p.m. In the Experimental
Theatre.
FRIDAY
At 10:30 a.m., The American
College Theatre Festival will meet
in the Experimental Theatre. The
National Endowment for the Arts
will hold a meeting at the same
time in Rodey Theatre.
"What is the Future of the
Community Theatre?," a panel
discussion featuring David Young,
Bill Fegan, Roger Thomas, Nina
Vance, Lou Criss, Lee Edwards,
Roland Myers, Sally Roden and
'Robin Hubert, will be held in
Rodey at 1:30 p.m.
_Mark Wilensky will lecture on

"Theatre as Art, Entertainment or
Therapy?" at. 3·:00 p.m. in Keller
·Hall.
, .
Evening performances include
"Puccini in New Mexico" in
Keller Hall at 8:00 p.m., "Ring
Around the· Moon" at 8:30 p.m.
in Rodey, and "The Serpent" at
8:30 p.m. on Stage I of the
University of Albuquerque.
SATURDAY
Bunuel's film, L'Age D'Or, will
be shown at ].:30 p.m. in Rodey.
"'What is the Future for Theatre
in TeleVision,, a panel discussion,
will occur at 3:00p.m. in Rodey.
Panelists include Robert Hartung,
George Schaefer, Barbara Schultz,
EtheiTerryBacaandTomPhilips.
Anna Halpring will hold a
dance/theatre workshop· in
Carlisle Gym at 10:00 a.m. and at
1:30 p.m.
•
Evening performances are
"Puccini in New Mexico" at 8:00
p.m. in Keller, "Ring Around· the
Moon" at 8:30 p.m. in the
Experimental Theatre, "When
Your Comin Back, Red Ryder?"
at 8:30 p.m. in Rodey and "The
Serpent" at 8:30p.m. at the U. of
A.
Also slated for Saturday is
"Richard Harding Bush or the
Rococo Coco Bean," scheduled
for 1:30 p.m. in Popejoy.
SUNDAY
3 p.m. matinees are scheduled
for "Puccini in New Mexico" at
Popejoy, "The Torch-Bearers" at
Rodey and "The Serpent" at the
U. of A.

Vrubamba Goes Traditional,
Kids Help Bury Rock
HEAVY METAL KIDS
Heavy Metal Kids
(Atco/SD-7047)

URl.JBAMBA
Produced by Paul Simon
(Columbia/KC·32896)

•••

By JEFFREY HUDSON
The Heavy Metal Kids could be
called the English version of the
Stories (Brother Louie). That
means their vocals are reminiscent
of the Stories. This means Top
40's. Where? Not here.
The Kids say it the best when
they sing: "We got to go because
the sound of a rock and roll band
is driving me out of my mind."
It's not doing me a whole lot of
good either.
I can only take the words
'Rock and Roll' being screeched
television station affiliated with in my cars for so long before I am
NMSU. That station is reportedly convinced that rock and roll (in
staffed by students who can most cases) is sliding down hill.
acu tally use the excellent lab The Heavy Metal Kids aren't even
facilities there-the opposite of heavy metal. In no way are their
the closed situation prevailing at guitars going to melt the earth. In
KNME-TV in A.Ibuquer.quc.
fact, they make use of keyboard
The success of this fine effort and soft, syl)copated melodies.
by Mesa Communications Group
Now that music is being given
proves clearly that, in spite of the
to music, the Heavy Metal
back
many obstacles, independent and Kids and
consorts will just
original television production have to gotheir
back
to the rock and
(locally originated) is a possibility
roll
bread
lines.
in Albuquerque. And, to borrow a
commercial slogan, "Boy, do we
need it now.''

No maude, No Fraud, Just Fact
By DAN BUTLER
Saturday, October 26,
television took a look at some
local women. Or, to be ·more
accurate, women used the
medium to take a look at
themselves.
An independently-produced
program was aired between 12:00
and 12:30 Saturday on
KOAT-TV. The work of a local
collective called Mesa
Communications Group, the
program-hopefully, the pilot qf a
series-:-'was entitled "Women:
Looking at Ourselves," and it was
very good.
As the women explained in the
program, they could never really
see thenselves reflected in. the
images television presents; neither
in soap opera nor mUsical specials
not in the news or commericals or
in sit-coms where "the liberated
woman" is only another
fraudulent ·stereotype. These
things were all unreal, so the
women produced their own show.
"Women: Looking at
OUrselves" was neither Maude nor
fraud-it ranged from showing
local sci·i'i writer Suzy Chamas
hard at work on the walls of a
rppm. ~b'i! wa.s preparing £or

herself, to a teacher talking
eagerly about the pre-school co-op
attended by her kids. It followed
women trying on different
costumes in one sequence, to see
what clothes were doing to their
attitudes . . • • And there was
more'. If you missed this showing
of the. program, write KOAT and
ask them to rerun it. And if you
saw it, write ,to tell them how you
liked it.
The production used film,
.videotape and still photography
with a blend of music and
dialogue, It moved over several
locations with good continuity
and continuing interest.
Sometimes the sound was uneven
in quality, and extraneous noi~es
in terfercd with a cOUiJic of
segments, but overall production
quality was high.
Credit reflected use of facilities
of KANW, KUNM and the Las
Cruces television station KRWG,
with equipment loaned by KGGM
and HiFi House. and needless to
say, the production was not the
work of KNME·TV, the stodgy,
unconvtroversial, insipid outfit
affiliated with UNM and APS. Use
of the Las Cruces facilities reflects
much credit on KRWQ,. the

•••

By JEFFREY HUDSON
URUBAMBA songs of Inca
Kings, High Plains, Wooden
Horses, Santa Cruz and Open
Rivers.
UR UBAMBA named after a
river in Peru.
URUBAMBA of 'El Condor
Pasa' fame.
URUBAMBA produced hy
their 'discoverer' Paul Simon.
URUBAMBA a musical group
of high proficiency, finesse and
precision.
URUBAMBA music made on
t;nuseum instruments.
URUBAMBA flutes of passion
and ten.derness, impelling to listen
to.
URUBAMBA played in a
pentatonic scale, a scale made UiJ
of five tones as opposed to
dilrtonic (7) or chromatic (12)
tones. Tones which cannot be
prod uccd on ordinary Western
musical instruments.
URUBAMBA is the music of
Los Incas, the Andes, Peru and it
is not to be forgotten.

JOIN US! AT THE
. INSTITUTE OF RELIGION

The Devils Made 'Em Lose It

.-

By DEL JONES
TEMPE-An out-matched UNM
football team saw its hopes for a
conference championship and an
invitation to the Fiesta Bowl go
down the drain Saturday as the
Arizona State Sun Devils soundly
defeated the Lobos 41-7, here.
The Wolfpack was without the
nations leading passer in Steve
Myer and couldn't generate any
signHicant offense under either
freshmen Max Hudspeth or
sophomore Bob Keeran. It's
doubtful that anyone could
generate much offense against the
Sun Devils though, as they
allowed the Lobos exactly what
they've allowed every team
they've played this yeal~an
average of one touchdown per
game.
The UNM touchdown came
with only 6:39 remaining in the
game when on fourth and 13 at

the ASU 16, Keeran hit a wide
open Ken Lege for his sixth TD
reception of the year,·
·
The score was set up when
Ainslie Washington dropped a
punt by Steve Bauer on the ASU
13. Smokey Turmin l'ecovered for
the best "field position the Lohos
had the entire game.
The crowd of 45,487 came
alive at that point hoping for a
shutout to impwve the· ASU's
rankings in the national scoring
defense. The Devils before the
game were third,

'Pups Lose
To Kittens
TUCSON-The UNM Wolfpups
came alive with two minutes left
in the game and scored two
touchdowns, but it wasn't enough
to overcome 30 points, · as the
Arizona Freshman beat the UNM
frosh 33·16 here on Friday.
The 'Pups scored with 1 :491eft
on the clock on a one yard run by
quarterback Gary Sanchez after a
pass intel'ference infraction
against Arizona put the ball on
the six yard line, That made the
score 33-10.
·
Then with only one second
remaining Sanchez threw a 32
yard bomb to Dandy Anerson
who scored with no time
remammg.
Arizona had scored 33 points
during the first three quarters
with- tho 'Pups managing only a 28
yard fiold goal by Mike Fox.
The score which iced the
victory for the Kittens was a 45
yard halfback pass from Harry
Glass to Howard Gerber.
The game was actually much
closer than the score indicated as
the UNM defense held the Wild
Kittens to just 330 yards in total
offense while getting 273
themselves.
Arizona running back Marvin
Baker ran for 110 yards and three
,
touchdowns in 17 carries.
But UNM tailback Ken Zintack
was the games leading rusher with
121 yards in 29 carries. The
Wolfpups have one remaining
game on their schedule with their
record at 1·4.
..
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It looked like they might get
their shutout when on fourth
down the Lobos decided not to
take the field goal and go fo1· the
.
touchdown.
The Lobos crossed the 50 for
the first time with only about
6:30 left in the game. They spe1~t
much of the time inside their own
20.
"We knew before we went into
the game that we'd have to move
against their defense if we were
going to have a chance," said
coach Bill Mondt after the game.

Baseball Mentor
May Lose Job
For the second time in eight months, baseball coach Bob Leigh's
job is in jeopardy. Leigh issued a statement Friday explaining that
Athletic Director Lavon McDonald would not be recommending him
to be rehired as baseball coach in 1975-76.
The statement read: "I confirm that on Oct. 14 I was informed by
Lavon McDonald that I would not be recommended to be rehired as
baseball coach for 1975·76.
"Having given this matter careful consideration, I feel it would be
unfair to my squad not to inform them of this aotion. lt is my sincere
hope that they will all choose to remain at UNM for. this coming
sel!Son as I plan to continue to perform my duties as baseball coach to
their fullest extent.''
Leigh had a meeting with tho members of his team Friday and
updated them on the situation.
McDonald said he had told Leigh he was going to add extra duties
to the baseball coach position. He said during the off seliSon he could
help director of finance Bob Dobell by becoming the facilities
manager.
"We told him all along he was going to have to do more than coach
baseball," McDonald said.
The extra duties would entail having facilities ready for games, and
managing personnel at games,
Leigh was sent a contract which gave no mention of duties beyond
baseball- ooach which, he signed and returned. He was later sent
another contract which consisted of baseball coach and facilities
manager with no increase in salary.
."The first contract was sent when ,J was in Montreal," said
McDonald. "The contract was only for baseball duties but the
assignment sheet with it included the facilities manager duties. He
signed the contract and rejected the extra duties.
"A contract is only for the work. He still has to do whatever he's
asked."
Leigh was the focus point of a black athlete boycott last spring
when he cut black player Paul Shelton from the squad. Blacks refused
to participate in track and spring football saytng that Shelton had n?t
received a fair tryout and LCJgh had not had one black on the squad m
his nine years as baseball coach.
McDonald supported Leigh throughout the boycott.
Vince Cappell, who was hired recently as equipnwnt manager for
the athletic department, appears to be the best prosiJect should Leigh
be replaced. "He doesn't have the job yet," said McDonald. "We'll
advertise for the position which will include duties in addition to
baseball coach.''
.
,
Leigh said. he isn't ,lo?king for employmen.t elsewher~ since "1m
not giving up on th1s JOb yet( He al.so s~d he wo_n t have ~y
difficulty in giving all he's 11:ot m coachmg h1s team th1s year. LCJgh
has never had a losing season during his nine years.
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Sports
conference play which short of a
miracle puts them out of it. ASU
moves into first with 3-0 WAC
sl~J.te.

"Anything is possible,". said
Mondt, "but I think we're pretty
much out of it. I don't think two
teams can beat these guys."
BYU is the only other
undefeated team in WAC play
with a 2-0-1 record after upsetting
•AI'izona Satur(lay 37·13.
Starting quarterback Max
Hudspeth was shaken up in the
tl~ird quarter and didn't retum,
"It is nothing serious," said
Mondt. "Just a sore neck. I
imagine he's sore aU over.
Mondt said he expects Myer to
be playing next Saturday against
New Mexico State. "He was very

,. '"'·

,.

~.,.

....

nearly able to start today
(Saturday). He should be ready by
Monday or Tuesday."
UNM was able to rush for 108
yards and had 55 thmugh the air,
The combination of Hudspeth and
Keeran completed 7 of 22
attempts.
ASU had a devastating ground
attack led by Freddie Williams
with 119 yards in 26 cal'l'ies. He
scored one touchdown from two
yards out in the big ASU second
quarter. In all the Devils had 297
yards on the ground.
After the Lobos scored their
only touchdown they recove1·ed
an onside kick at the ASU 40, but
on the next play, Keeran threw
one of t.hree UNM interceptions
to end their chances of scori'ng the
most points any team has against
Arizona State this year.
Wyoming's 10 points is the high.
Bob Haines again led the Lobos
in rushing with 43 yards in 14
carries while Hudspeth had 38
yards in 12 attempts.
"ASU has got to be favored
now for the WAC crown," said
Mondt. "I picked them to win last
June."
The New Mexico State game
will be at home this Saturday at
7:30,
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Baseball Coach Bob Leigh finds himself in an unpleasant but familiar
position. Refusing to do extra duties for no additional pay his
contract will probably not be renewed. This picture was taken last
spring when he came under fire from UNM's black athletes,

Cross Country Team Places Fifth
The UNM cross country team
finished fifth out of 19 teams
represented at the Colorado
Invitational Saturday in Boulder.
The Colorado Track Club took
the first three places and easily
won the team title with 24 points.
Eastern Now Mexico was second
with 43, Utah third with 134,
Colorado fourth with 137 and

UNMhad 139.
:Blair Johnson was the highest
finisher for the Lobos, placing
16th among the 168 runners.
Mike DeGregorio of the Colorado
Track Club place first with an
outstanding five mile time of
24:04.8.
"At that altitude it's hard to
gl!t that time on a track," said

Religion Classes Daily

LOBO Opticiana
.

"Our defense played pretty good
even though they did get 41
points against us. Two of their
touchdowns came directly against
our of[(mse on an interception
retum and a punt return.''
The loss was UNM'.s second in

Open to non-dancers
Carlyle Gym
Please bring food
for sharing ritual
$10.00 Fee

II LAST CALL !!
Time is short make your
Christmas Flight Reservations
NOW I! International & Domestic.

THUNDERBIRD TRAVEL

265-5961

coaoh Hugh Hackett, "much less
in cross country.''
Ted Castl!nado and Mike
Peterson, both of the Colorado
Track Club finished second and
third.
"All three of those guys are out
of college," said Hackett. "If you
just count the collegians, Johnson

would finish third.''
The rest of the UNM runners
finished among the top 50 with
Matthew Segura 20th, Jay Miller
29th, John Allison 37th, and
Mark Bjorkland 46th.
The next action for the Lobo
Harriers will be Nov. 2 when
'
UTEP comes here.
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(Continued.from page 1)
want to know?"
·
Mondragon• criticized L1.tjan for :S::
the
disclosure
of
maximum
total
I
I
campaign
expenditures
and
a
limit
·
voting
against a major~
r<'""
on maximum individual appropriation for edl.t?ation on a r;·
contributions would help open up ''minor issue." "I would clean up 0
the legislative arm of government. legislation and make amendments Cl
Lujan was asked again about his before it came to a vote," ~
campaign finances, which he has Mondragon said.
1='4
Mondragon also spoke bridly · o
refused to disclose, and he replied
1:::;.;;;;;;:::::=:::==:;;;:::=:::==:===:::;;.I
r.
. by stating his sources of about rights for the elderly and g'
:=======~==:=::!:=:=:;;=~~~;;;;,;;:;;;:!!L.I.!!!..!!!!!~~~~--=£-;~~:;;~~~::;;;;;;,;:;~;;;;::;~==::!.!..!!~ i n c o m e - " I 'v e go t my veterans. He said he would ~
3) SERVICES
5) FORSALE
Congressional salary, a small supp.ort
national health ~
CLASSIFIED
'6S VW, AM & FM, best otter, also, 1970 interest in the Manuel Lujan real
PROFESSIONAL EXPERT TYPING?
in···surance plan an. d called for.. the
Call New Mexico :Editype, 266-4567,
Ford LTD, call 268·3538,
10/28 estate agency, which my brother
federal government to. provide ~
after 4:00 J>m.
.
10/29
ADVERTISING
public employment to help ~
DIAMOND WEDDING BAND. Engage- runs, and about $1,000 in outside
TYPING, PROFESSIONAL and accurate
·
t $150 293 2565
10/28
M.y h ouse, t hree cars,
Rate~: 10¢ per word per day with a
alleviate the pressure of cutbacks szc
on IBM selectric. Symbols available.
ment rmg se •
•
•
•
·
income.
$1.00 per day minimum charge, or '6¢
345·7077.
11/1
IF YOU'RE THINKING of buying a hi· some furniture-what else do you
in industry.
1-1
per word per day with a 60¢ per day
cycle for Christmu, to fight inflation or
cc
minimum charge for ads published five
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photDe.
to use next year, now is the time. Qur
.~
HAPPfNIN'?

\,

I

1HIIN YOU!/

I

a

or more consecutive days with no
refund. ·
Terms: Payment must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
'Where : Marron Hall, rm. 132
or bu m!lil

Classified Advertising
UNM J',O, Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87.131

1)

PERSONALS

ONE IS A LONELY NUMBER. We'll
listen, talk, and reason. AGORA, NW
comer Mesa Vista, 277·3013,
10/25
COAST GUARD OFFICER Candidate
School deadline is 1 November 1974. For
more Information contact your . local
Coast Guard Recruiting Office-Phone
(505) 766-2904.
10/31
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP! 'You
have frienda who care at Blrthrleht.
2f7·9819,
tfn

2) LOST &FOUND
FOUND: GRAY .SIAMESE, .neutered cat.
1-yr,-oJd. Playful, well-cared-for, 277·
5387.
10/31
LOST: GIRL'S WATCH, black nylon
band, rose gold initiala on back. Reward, 242-9669.
10/31
FOUND: OLD GRAY Siamese male neutered cat. Playful, well-cared·for. La·
guna ])orm, 277·5387.
10/31
LOST: METAL PHOTOGRAY bifocals in
brown case, Reward. Semyon Kalineky,
266·4360.
10/31
LOST GLASSES. Metal Photogray bifocals In llrown cue. Reward. Call 266·
4360.
FOUND: FEMALE, gray cat wearing flea
colla~ near FAC. 277-2126 weekdays.
10/3()
FOUND: NECKLACE em West Side ol
track behind Johnson Gym. Call 2773572.
10/28
LOST: SAMOYED, scarred nose, lame, 45
lbs, name Lalka. 293-7625 Reward.
10/28
FOUND: GIRL'S silver ring at Computer
Center. Contact Barbara 277-4646. 10/28

3) SERVICES
TYPEWRITER SERVICES specializing
in Jlortablee, all makes. Low rates, discount to etudenta. Pick up and delivery.
Call Smiley or Bob, 296-0710.
10/31
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: mM carbon·
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable
rates. 298·7147.
10/31
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Manuscripts,
papers, thesis, etc. Very reuonable
rates, 3'5·3288.
10/28

Lowest prlcee in town, fut,. pleuln~r.
Near UNM. CaD 266·2Ul or come to
tfn
1717. Girard N.E.

4)

winter prices are in etTect·and we have
a nice selection. The Bike Shop, 823
Yale SE, 842-9100,
tfn
PADDLEBALL PLAYERS! Put a little
sting in that kill shot with a new raequet from The Bike Shop. 823 Yale SE,
842-9100,
tfn
CUSTOM GOLD weddlnlr .1: dinner rinlnl
by Charlie Romero, 268·3896.
12/6
EXOTIC BEADS from around the world.
Turquoise ol: silver jewelry. The Bead
Shaman, Old Town.
tfn
ANTIQUES: Fumiture1 vintage fashions,
patchwork quilts, pnotogral;lhs. Silver
Sunbeam, 3409 Central NE.
tfn
STEREO HEAD PHONES SUI, 8 foot
cord, 10ft ear padl. United l'.rellrbt
Salee, 1920 San llateo NE.
tfn
BACKPACKERS - Coale lnapect N..,
.Mexico'• m01t eomplete aelectlon of
equipment at · B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NIJ, 21..8111.

FOR RENT_________,__,_

VARSITY HOUSE, 1h block UNM, de·
luxe one bedroom twin or double, air
conditioned, $155 includes utilities, 141
polumbia SE, 268·0.525.
. 10/29
SHARE HOUSE near campus, $65. 842·
0820, · Mike.
l0/31
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder ovemfeht
11leep tomorrow, '766·1111.
tfn
SUPER FINE 2-bedroom apartment wants
roommate. $95 Includes utilities, 299·
0362,
· 10/29
SLEEPING .ROOM - kitchen privileees
(everything furnished), 3 blocks to
UNM (female only) CaD: 242-4489.
10 29
.
1
FuRNISHED
APARTMENTS,
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three room~~.
Ve:q clean, near Univenil7 ·and north
we~~t. 242·'1814, 24'1·1008, 242·1871,
tfn

oj:o.

·•

PADDLEBALL SPECIAL! Until Oct. 31
receive two free paddleballa with purchase of new racquet from $13.96 to
$19,96. The· Bike Shop SE, 842·9100.
tfn

5) FOR SALE

GARAGE SALE-maternity, mens, wo•
mens, childrens clothes, stuft'ed animals,
variety of housewares, throw ruga, 20"
fall, western hat ol: boota, jewelry, rec·
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, •$29.96, com•
ords, paperbacks, hand-made macrame
pJete IJ'Iteml, S69.96, lieatera, $27.60.
items, Oct. 30-Nov. 3. 7105 San Fran·
Water Trlp1, 1407 Central NE. Acrou
cisco NE, 821·6528. •
11/1
from Arbfe.. 268·8466.
Un
QUEENSIZE carpeted waterbed: Pedestal
6) EMPLOYMENT
framl! with mattrel!8, 277-6322, 265-4931.
·
OJ.
10/1 . MARRIED COUPL~needed-Half-Way
FIREWOOD: Delivered and stacked, 140
House-salary, frlng4!, travel. CaU John
to $65/cord. 266·7023.
11/1
RUIIsell 842·3017, 344·7263.
11/1
GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES: full
STUDENT INTERESTED In part time
bread, AKC registered. Call 265·4149
work with Lobo Advertisln~, call 277•
11/1
4202.
for Information.
MOUNTAIN HOME with 10 acres, low
PART TIME HELP WAN'l'ED. Must be
down payment. CaU Fred Dart, 292·
available Tues. .1: Thunday, 11 :30 a.m ••
1700
·
11'/7
1:00 pm. Apply In pei'IIOI'I. Univenlty
'
Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE. 10/29
BICYCLES: Loweet price on Gltane and
other fine European Blc:vclel. Over 100
7). MISCELLANEOUS
in stock, S'16 to 1600. · WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal PL SE,
GYPSY CANDLE INN, palm ani! JliYcic
four blocks from UNM. 843·9378. tfn
readers, European and seafood cooked
OLD MIRAGES, lome 20 J'e&ra old. , 1,00
with love. Noon a'lld night, Monday
each, room 132, Marron HalL
tfn
through. Saturday, 299·0141.
10/31
1970 JAVELIN SST small VB, good gae
RIDER WANTED, share gas cast to New
mileage. Fully equipped with crushed
York. Leavine 11/1, 277-6238,
10/28
velvet interior. Priced below book for
quick sale, 294·6181.
10/29
1972 DATSUN 240·Z, green w/white
vinyl top, decor, mirrors, exhaust headers under 10,000 miles. Excellent condi·
tion, 266-4714 or 255·2678, Ask for Dee
10/28
Dee.
HIKING BOOTS-women's size '1Y.z, excellent condition, $10. GE Portable
stereo-plastic, but works, $16, 3716
Campus Blvd NE.
10/28
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House Plant Sale at the
True American Shop
next to Deli- Cit:)',
1
I Dartmouth & Central. 1
I .Gzve a plant a. good home. 1

,_

Want A'Cis say it
in a Big WayU

Please .place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
_ , under the heading {circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

· 5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge
Terms

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

...

I

__________

Classified Advertising Rates
1Oc per word, $1.00 minimum charge

8-

I

Enclosed $ ~---- Placed by ~--~-· ----·.~··.-~"-~ . -Telephone~~

